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Nostalgia, as a social emotion, has become a prominent subject in the 
20th century, as a result of rapid geopolitical, social, and technological 
restructuring. Research focusing on nostalgia aims to explain it as a 
complex manifestation within the emotional sphere, encompassing 
various intensities of feelings related to the past and its use in shaping 
diverse human behaviors, within the contexts of psychotherapeutic, socio-
cultural, commercial, and political practices. 

In the socialist states, nostalgia for the past, with a pronounced 
emotional dominance, spread among the masses, being capitalized upon 
and actively used in political marketing strategies to easily gain political 
dividends. Nostalgics resonate, driven by individual logic, with the 
intensely promoted ideas, images, and symbols, understanding that the 
past is not merely a mechanical imprint of memory but a complex 
psychological formation involving memory, imagination, fantasy, and 
intellect. Ultimately, the product of this experience, whether direct or 
mediated, takes on the characteristics of a myth, propagated among the 
masses through various strategies and means. 

To activate nostalgia for the past, emphasis is placed on affective 
perception. In projects initiated to focus the attention of the masses on a 
specific historical period, the representation of this world is formulated in 
the spirit of an idyll or utopia (nostalgia for the Soviet past). Thus, 
nostalgia for the past arises under the following conditions: dissatisfaction 
with the present, expressed in various social groups; uncertainty about the 
future (inability to adapt to change); and the existence and intense 
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popularization of evidence and symbols that correspond to the needs of 
the nostalgic category for the past. 

Another strategy for updating the past involves the phenomenon of 
commercializing nostalgia, which entails the use and promotion, through 
various means, of symbolic meanings related to the object of nostalgia 
(e.g., the USSR). 

Two dimensions of nostalgia are used in researching the propensity 
for nostalgia among consumers of the past, based on which it can be 
classified. The first axis reflects the nature of nostalgic memories resulting 
from direct or mediated (interpersonal) experience. The second axis refers 
to the individual or collective nature of nostalgic experience. Based on this 
classification, four categories of nostalgia can be outlined: personal 
nostalgia (direct, individual experience); indirect nostalgia (individually 
mediated experience, for example, family member stories); cultural 
nostalgia (direct collective experience); "virtual" nostalgia (collectively 
mediated experience). 

The human psyche strives so much to preserve its own integrity that 
nostalgia is largely a consequence of defense mechanisms when fictional 
stories replace erased negative memories. Thus, the impression is formed 
that the past continually stretches into the present, creating the illusion of 
its contemporaneity, as well as confusion regarding a nonexistent world. 
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